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Introduction
The mobile phone is one of the lifestyle changing developments of the last decade. Not only
has it provided freedom from the constraints of wired communication for nearly 3 billion
subscribers worldwide, but with the introduction of 2.5G and 3G networks and handsets, it
has provided a mobile gateway to the Internet and access to an ever widening range of mobile
entertainment products and services for a growing number of mobile telephony customers.
For many years mobile service providers saw increasing revenues on the back of ever
increasing subscriber numbers. However that is no longer the case in most developed markets.
Mobile penetration of the population varies considerably country by country, from near
saturation in many developed markets to low single figure percentages in some developing
markets. As competitive mobile markets mature and become more saturated, price
competition increases, particularly for basic voice and text messaging services and revenue
growth opportunities become more limited. In maturing markets service providers have
turned to value added services and particularly VADS (value added data services), to boost, or
sustain ARPU (average revenue per user).
The deployment of 2.5 and 3G networks has dramatically increased the opportunity for
revenue generation from value added data services and for some countries/operators the
proportion of total revenues accounted for by data services is now approaching 30%. A
significant portion of mobile data revenues in the consumer sector come from mobile
entertainment services of various types. This is expected to continue over the next five years
as the mobile phone assumes the role of multi-function communications and entertainment
device for an increasing sector of the mass market.
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Types of Mobile Entertainment
Juniper Research divides entertainment services into the following seven key categories:

• Mobile gambling;
• Mobile adult services;
• Mobile games;
• Mobile music;
• Mobile TV;
• Mobile user-generated content; and,
• Mobile infotainment

The Hurdles to the Deployment and
Adoption of Mobile Entertainment
Services
While mobile entertainment services are becoming increasingly popular, there remain a
number of key constraints on the market which serve to limit the opportunity for market
growth. The major hurdles are outlined in Table 1 below:
Table 1: The Hurdles for Mobile Entertainment Services
Issue
User Interface

Why is it a challenge?

•
•
•
•

Difficulty in discovering services and content;
Difficulty in accessing services and content;
Difficulty in navigating services and content; and,
Difficulty in utilising multiple applications simultaneously

Handset
form, The capabilities of the mobile handset are clearly important with
capacity and battery regards to entertainment, from a number of perspectives:
life
• Form factor – the handset must enhance the overall
experience;

• Capacity – the handset must have enough memory to store
sufficient content, be it full-track downloads, video content or
games; and,

• Battery Life – Rich media applications impose greater demands
on handset battery life.
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The key concern over form factor is marrying the various needs of
mobile users without comprising the core functionalities of the
handset, which are to make voice calls and (in most cases) send text
messages. Furthermore, each entertainment application must jostle
for position on the handset with others.
Network Speed and One of the major difficulties that prevented mobile internet services
Coverage
from widespread adoption over 2G and 2.5G was that the networks
were simply not capable of download speeds required to deliver
streamed video at an acceptable quality, while their networks was too
high to permit real-time videotelephony or multi-user interaction.
Certainly latency has been reduced, and is falling further as 3G
networks are upgraded to 3.5G via HSDPA and EV-DO Rev. A
technologies, but network coverage still leaves much to be desired.
Within the UK, for example, where 3G networks were first deployed
in 2003, large rural areas remain without any 3G coverage, and even
urban coverage can be patchy. Many would-be customers frequently
meet only with the message “You are now outside the video service
area”, thereby limiting the number of services they are able to access.
Cost of data services

The high cost of data services, both perceived and real, has been one
of the key factors militating against greater adoption of rich-media
services.
Historically, pricing of data was complex and confusing for
consumers, while the high cost per MB (particularly for prepaid
customers) clearly acted as a disincentive to usage. While there has
been a reduction in retail prices, the table makes it clear that,
particularly for prepaid users, mass adoption will not result unless
data prices are dramatically reduced. Given that 3G and HSDPA
networks significantly reduce the cost of data transmission, it is
essential that the operators in turn reduce the retail prices if they
wish to boost adoption and monetise their investments in their
networks.

Industry Structure

Clearly the level control exerted by operators rankles with, and
exasperates, the content providers, an environment not necessarily
conducive for the introduction of innovative mobile services. Indeed,
one corollary of this is that companies which specialise in a given area
of content (be it gambling, games or adult content) are unconvinced
as to the operators’ efficacy in marketing their particular product, in
that operators, after all, are mobile specialists and not specialists in
gambling/games/adult content. This would appear to be borne out by
the relatively poor marketing campaigns over mobile games relative
to major console titles.
Source: Juniper Research
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The Opportunity for Mobile
Entertainment Services
Despite the hurdles listed above, there is undoubtedly a significant opportunity for enhanced
revenues from mobile entertainment services. The following table outlines some of more
generic drivers:
Table 2: Key Drivers for Mobile Entertainment Services
Driver

Why is it an opportunity?

Anywhere, Anytime The great strength of the mobile communications channel is the
Accessibility
anywhere, anytime accessibility of the mobile phone. Next to the
wallet/purse, the mobile phone is fast becoming the piece of personal
apparel most commonly physically with individuals that own them.
Fun and Relaxation

The mobile phone/entertainment device presents a new way to
access fun and relaxing pursuits as well as keep informed of
developments in business and leisure activities that are important to
the individual.

Increasing Mobile and A major driver for the growth of mobile entertainment service
3G Penetration
revenues is the continued growth in the mobile subscriber base,
particularly in developing markets. Juniper Research envisages that the
global mobile subscriber base will rise from 2.96 billion in 2007 to
4.14 billion in 2012. Of equal importance to the growth of the overall
subscriber base is the increasing penetration of 3G technology, which
enables many of the most attractive forms of mobile entertainment,
particularly bandwidth hungry applications such as mobile TV, video,
on-line 3D games, full track music services. By 2012, around 88% of
mobile handsets worldwide will be either 2.5G or 3G enabled; some
34% of the base will be 3G enabled.
Product Innovation

Linked to some extent to the progressive roll out of advanced
networks is the continued drive to innovate in entertainment product
design and capability. This has breathed new life into existing product
types (e.g. ringtones and wallpapers) and also lead to a new
generation of “designed for mobile” entertainment products, with
improved usability over products and applications ported from other
platforms.

Supply-side
Competition

Product innovation is in turn driven by competition and the need to
gain competitive advantage. This applies throughout the mobile
entertainment delivery chain, with application developers constantly
having to improve functionality to retain their customers and service
providers seeking new ways to boost ARPU and particularly data
ARPU.
Source: Juniper Research
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Th
he Mark
ket for Mobile
M
E
Enterta
ainment
Thee mobile enttertainment market is currently
c
still dominated
d by ringtonnes, wallpapeers and
info
otainment services. Withh steadily inccreasing 3G penetration around the world, this balance
is changing
c
as the take upp of produccts utilising video, pictuure messaging and mob
bile TV
techhnology increases.
Figuure 1 shows Juniper’s estimated for mobile entertainment reevenues for the period 2008
2
to
2012. The curreent market domination by the threee sectors, music, games and infotainment is
veryy clear. Whilst these wiill remain im
mportant sectors throughhout the forrecast period
d, rapid
incrreases in othher mobile entertainmen
e
nt types, parrticularly mo
obile TV, will shift the product
p
balaance consideerably by 2012.
F
Figure
1: Total
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M
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Thee total globaal market for mobile enntertainment products and services is estimated
d to be
$200.7 billion inn 2006, grow
wing to $644.8 billion in
n 2012. It should be observed that these
foreecast revenuues are marrkedly lowerr than in the previous forecasts byy Juniper Reesearch,
althhough this is primarily due to the faact that we now
n
calculatte total reveenue from gaambling
baseed on gross win rather than total wager.
w
That said, the fasstest growingg product seector is
foreecast to be gambling,
g
which starts fro
om a low basse of $106 million
m
in 20007 and is foreecast to
grow
w to a total global gross win of $3.2 billion in 2012. This represents a CA
AAGR of 98%
%.
No other secto
or is expecteed to generaate growth at
a this rate. The
T next pro
oduct sectorr in the
grow
wth rate staakes is forecaast to be useer-generated content, and particularly social netw
working
servvices and personal conteent delivery, with total revenues
r
rising from $5771.6 million in 2007
to more
m
than $55.7 billion in 2012, a cum
mulative averrage annual growth
g
rate o
of 59%.
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Order Full Report
Mobile Entertainment Markets: Opportunities &
Forecasts, 2007-2012.
This whitepaper is taken from Mobile Entertainment Markets: Opportunities &
Forecasts, 2007-2012.
This wide-ranging research report provides a detailed summary of the current state of, and
future prospects for, the global mobile entertainment industry and includes revenue and
subscriber forecasts for all major segments (mobile TV; mobile gambling; mobile games; mobile
UGC; mobile adult; mobile music and infotainment). This second edition report offers
consolidated revenue forecasts for the entire mobile entertainment market, broken down by
eight key regions, as well as an overview of the relevant mobile technologies and an in depth
study of the major players within each service industry. The comprehensive study also
includes an exploration of the key market drivers and constraints within the mobile
entertainment field. This highly appraisal of the markets within this rapidly expanding industry
offers a practical look at the opportunities for new and existing players and is vital for any
organisation intent on maximising their revenues from mobile entertainment.
Key Questions the report answers:

• What strategies should operators, vendors and publishers employ to maximise their
respective returns in the mobile entertainment market?

• What is the current and future size of the mobile entertainment market?
• What are and what will be the most lucrative mobile entertainment services?
• What are the key drivers in the mobile entertainment market?
• What impact has 3G had on the mobile entertainment market?
• What are the major hurdles to greater adoption, and usage, of mobile entertainment
services?

• How has the mobile entertainment value chain developed?
• Who are the major players in the mobile entertainment market?
• Which services are likely to be constrained by national and international regulation?
For more details on this report visit the website www.juniperresearch.com or phone
+44 (0) 1256 830002.
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